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Introduction
I have been asked by family to put on record ALL my railway adventures in India, whether supported by
photographs or not.
The Royal Air Force sent me to India to do a task for which I had been specifically trained. They did not
show great administrative skill in getting me to my prescribed destination, but my reward for their inefficiency was
the journey of a lifetime, almost a Cook’s tour, at no cost to myself. My workplace proved to be admirably close to a
busy working railway. When work was over for the day the North Western Railway competed for attention from a
wide range of alternative recreational activities. The photography that forms the basis of this presentation was one of
them. During the ensuing half century the negatives of the pictures that I had taken were sold to Mr. Blencowe of
Cherville Street, Romsey, whose payment included an excellent set of duplicate prints. These duplicate prints and an
alternative set of slide transparencies have made this work possible.

Why Railways?
Enthusiasm for railways takes many forms. The train spotter collects engine numbers, the would-be expert
on engines may hold strong views on the advantages of superheating, or the superiority of this or that detail of
design. In practice it is difficult to follow an affection for things railway, particularly steam railways, without
curiosity demanding to know why they are what they are or where they are, or what effects they had on their
surroundings and much else. The choice of an uncomfortable train journey 2,000 miles long across a country whose
people had made it clear they did not want us around any longer was an example.

Background Training
The senior RAF Pathologist in charge at Halton, the medical headquarters of the Service, was Air
Commodore Morton (? Moreton). He had many rings on his cuffs, masses of scrambled egg on his hat, and an
impressive list of titles including that of Physician to His Majesty, despite which he was a decent sort and interested
in the young Pathologists he was responsible for posting.. He told me I was being sent to Karachi to relieve the
pathologist there, but could not grant my request for a delay of three months until after Edward had been born.
I had been trained as a Pathologist, and conscripted into the RAF as such. I entered India with a Movement
Order to proceed to Delhi, but this was amended as soon as I landed in Karachi. Instead of Delhi I found myself in
the Transit Camp at Mauripur with orders to remain within 3 hours notice for final Posting. My expected short
journey across Karachi to the No. 10 RAF General Hospital became a flight of 2,000 miles further East, to
Barrackpore, Calcutta. The return to Karachi, which I managed to persuade a rather surprised authority should be by
train, is described in some detail.

Barrackpore
The very name of my first ‘posting’ should have led me to investigate what had obviously been a military
past, but I became otherwise interested when I discovered a busy railway station close by. Barrackpore was 14 miles
North of Calcutta on the broad gauge line of the Bengal and Assam Railway, (map on page 49). Other than this line
to the North the B&A was nearly all metre gauge, which included the long line into the far North East over which
the defence against the Japanese invasion had been supported, an epic in its own right. 1
Less acceptable was the fact that the world famous Darjeeling Mountain Railway was only an overnight
journey away, but beyond my reach until I had earned leave or, equally important, pay.
I have no photographic record of this period, for I had no camera.

1

Line of Communication, by John Thomas, published in 1947 by The Locomotive Publishing Co. Ltd., 88 Horseferry Road,
London, S.W.!
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Beginnings of Railways in India
On 18th February 1852 an engine started shunting near Bombay, to be followed on 16th April 1853 by the
opening of twenty one miles of railway from Bombay to Thana. On the Eastern side of the country, the first
passenger train steamed out of Howrah station to Hooghly On 15th August 1854 2. It proved difficult to attract
private investors to support railway development and the Government had to offer financial incentives. On 25th
September 1857 the military importance of railways was emphasised when troops on their way to the relief of
Lucknow were moved 98 miles from Chinsura near Calcutta to Ranigunge by rail. Shortly afterwards they were
further helped on their way for 48 miles from Allahabad to Lohunga before any stations had been built.3

State Control
The Indian Government retained close control of the railways, and always retained the legal right to
Nationalise them after due notice, which fate eventually also overtook also individual State and Maharajas’ private
railways, although their original owners often continued to run them The North Western, which served Karachi and
became the longest railway of all (map below and diagram on page 49), was state owned from its formation. One
third of its mileage was ‘strategic’, including the superbly engineered, no expense spared, military lines to Quetta
and the North West Frontier.

2

pp3-9 Indian Railways, One Hundred Years, by J.N. Sahni, Published by Ministry of Railways (Railway Board), Government
of India, 1953
3
p21 The Relief of Lucknow, by William Forbes-Mitchell, Published by The Folio Society, London 1962
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Start Back to Karachi
The long journey back to Karachi began with an official ‘gharri’ (truck) ride to Howrah station, which was
very frightening. The Indian driver used only two controls, the accelerator and the horn, which miraculously ensured
gaps in the crowds filling the 15 miles of road sufficient to let us through. The worry was that not long before there
had been anti-British violence in the area, which, for all I knew, could be renewed by my very presence.
With great relief, we arrived safely at Howrah station and took our places on the No. 1 Up Delhi Mail of
the prestigious East Indian Railway, whose presentation timetable is copied below.
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Howrah Station
Howrah terminus of the East Indian and Bengal Nagpur Railways was very dark (sunlight and its heat were
not welcomed), which did not help us to pick our way over the numerous noisy families camped out on the
concourse.
Our places on the train had been efficiently booked by the Military Authorities. My bearer travelled along
with others in the nearby bearers’ compartment. The accommodation was designed for Sahibs and their families
travelling long distances. Seats were convertible into bunks on which traditional bedrolls could be spread, (except
for the one I did not have). There was no corridor, but the presentation timetable indicated the stations at which one
could walk along the platform to the restaurant car for meals.

Speeds
The 902 miles from Calcutta to Delhi were scheduled to take exactly 27 hours which gave the No. 1 Up of
the East Indian Railway an average speed of 33.4 mph. After deducting the time spent standing at 23 intermediate
stations, the running speed worked out as 37.3 mph.. The train started on time at 17.35 and we were soon running
through a wet, green, and lush countryside. The telephone posts along the line were found to be numbered as
mileposts, which made is easy to establish that our speed never exceeded 55 mph.

First Evening Magic
The first evening on the train was pure magic. The speed through the balmy air kept one cool, and when it
got dark the powerful headlight on the engine lit the way ahead. Between stations the blackness of the surrounding
darkness was relieved by the lightning of circling thunderstorms. At Asansol Junction I obediently walked along the
platform to the dining car after ensuring that my bearer remained in the compartment with my luggage. The
mosquito screens across the windows should have been drawn at dusk. These were one of several choices of
‘window’, besides no screen at all there was a choice of louvres to prevent people looking or coming in, and tinted
glass to reduce glare.

The Grand Chord Line
During the night the engine could be heard labouring up a gradient and our slow speed showed that we
were crossing the hills of Bihar between Asansol Junction and Gaya, and at 4 in the morning I was woken by a long
continued rumbling. We were crossing the exceedingly wide Sone River, one of the widest in India. The country
was now arid and parched, and after noticing that the station buildings at Dehri were populated by monkeys I
returned to bed. We arrived at Allahabad at 08.40, where I broke the journey, rejoining it in time to leave at 08.52
two weeks later..

Signalling
We now passed on to single track. The Signalling was recognisably British, although to be different the
single line ‘token’ was Neale’s Ball. Neale was the signal engineer to the Great Indian Peninsular Railway and his
invention was clearly intended to avoid payment for the use of others’ patent. The Ball giving authority to enter a
single line was carried in a leather pouch attached to a bamboo hoop, which was picked up from lineside posts by a
steel spike projecting from the engine. It was thrown out at speed at the next station in the general direction of the
stationmaster, who then had to find it in the dust.

Track
The journey from Calcutta to Karachi took 3 days and became hotter and dustier the further West we went.
It was always noisy. The rails were short, with staggered and ‘dipped’ rail joints causing a ceaseless rhythm of
lompa-dompa-lompa-dompa. that became so monotonous and tiring that it was a relief to hear the sound of the
brakes being applied. Miles of track were laid on steel pots under each rail rather than sleepers, and kept to gauge by
steel rods. If you happened to be in the restaurant car when the train stopped for any reason you could take the
opportunity to walk back to your carriage. One such stop appeared to be because the engine crew thought it was time
for a drag, for that was what they were doing in the shadow cast by their engine!

Political Argument
One meal was memorable for a heated political argument between two officers, one Indian, which
threatened to become violent until the very last moment, when, to my great relief as a stranger to the country, it
simmered down.
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Delhi to Lahore
Arrival at Delhi was on time and we had a generous three quarters of an hour to transfer to our places in
the No. 3 Up Frontier Mail, which had left Bombay Central (BBCI) over 26 hours before. This done, there was
ample time to make a recce of the metre gauge platforms before my train departed. When I returned there was no
sign of it! It had been shunted on to carriages in another platform and my compartment was now way down the
track!
We left Delhi at 21.15, and proceeded East for 13 miles as far as Ghaziabad, before beginning to swing
North and then North West in a wide arc to Saharanpur. Arrival in Lahore was at 08.30, the 350 miles having taken
11 hrs. 15 minutes, with 12 stops.

Lahore
Our day in Lahore was the most unpleasant of the journey. My telegraphed request for a booking on the
No. 8 Karachi Mail that left at 09.35 had gone astray. Instead I had to wait eight hours for the No. 20 Down Sind
Express at 17.45. (This had left Rawalpindi, 180 miles away, at 08.10 the same morning!). There was no escape
from blistering heat. Everything, even wood, was too hot to touch, prolonged sitting under a fan was dangerous
because it involved a risk of pneumonia, sauntering along the platform seeking interesting railway activity meant
walking into blinding hot sunshine, and I dare not explore the unknown and possibly hostile territory outside the
station. It was a relief when the air began to move again as we left on time. We were on the last train of the long
journey, but Karachi was still 755 miles away; 41 stops and 28 hrs. to go!

Blowing Down
The departure from Lahore was not promising The engine was obviously not steaming well, for we crept
along for miles while the fireman ‘blew down’ frequently before we got going. The local water supply was
obviously ‘hard’, for each station where we stopped was equipped with baffles at the end of the platforms to protect
passers-by from the hot jet of escaping steam that ‘blowing down’ involved. This was necessary to remove the
minerals concentrated by the boiling of hard water, and the roaring sound of the steam and water escaping from
engines being prepared for their next duty was to become a characteristic feature of Karachi (KC) Shed.

Sind Desert
Rumours of sabotage and trains being wrecked between Lahore and Karachi abounded, and even on the
other side of the country it had been said that the timetable of trains through this area had had to be altered to avoid
passing through it at night, so it came as no surprise when we passed the wreck of a train next morning. It was an
impressive shambles and the line had been rebuilt around the debris rather than clear it up. Years later I read in the
authoritative book by P.S.A. Berridge entitled Couplings to the Khyber,4 that this wreck had occurred in 1942, four
years earlier, when the Hurs tribesmen had been responsible for several bloodthirsty derailments, as a result of
which the timetable of trains had indeed been recast.
The outstanding memory of crossing the Sind Desert is dust. The engine alone of a moving train was
visible, everything behind it being hidden in the cloud it created, the contents of which were then liberally deposited
on everything throughout the train. Sweepers appeared at intervals and swept the carriages out, but when we woke
next morning we closely resembled flour millers. There was an air conditioned coach available on payment of a
supplementary fee, but apart from still having to survive on what remained of the £50 I had been allowed to bring
from England, it would have been dishonest and cowardly to patronise it under the circumstances.

Bridges
At Rohri, the girders of the impressive but ugly Landsdowne Bridge that took the line to Quetta across the
Indus were visible from the train. The numerous superb bridges we saw and crossed left a vivid impression. In many
cases they were double deckers, especially along the course of the Grand Trunk Road, carrying both road and rail
one above the other..

4

p292 Couplings To The Khyber, The Story of The North Western Railway, by P.S.A. Berridge, Published by David & Charles,
Newton Abbot 1969
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The last of these fine bridges was the Kotri Bridge over the Indus, between Hyderabad (Sind) and Kotri. It
carried only a single rail track, which was connected to the bridgework, as usual, with a remarkable economy of
material. Looking out of the window, or, if one wished, the open carriage door, there was no sign of ballast or
anything else to provide the comforting evidence that ones’ carriage was well supported. There was nothing keeping
us up!

Metre Gauge and The Heat
Approaching Hyderabad, the metre gauge Jodhpur Railway came in from the left and ran beside us for
some miles. I learned later that this railway provided a 500 mile link in the rail connection between Karachi and
Bombay. This route via Jodhpur was said to be out of bounds during the hot season due to the risk of heat stroke,
especially following a breakdown on the long single line.. The extreme heat in Sind and the Jodhpur Deserts could
be lethal, and in 1915 no fewer than 32 soldiers newly arrived from England had died of heat stroke on a troop train
near Sukkur. Ice was later issued on all troop trains in the height of Summer.5 We understood that if the death rate
due to heat stroke exceeded 2% on a troop train there had to be an official enquiry.
This lack of good communication between Karachi and Bombay was a striking exception to the excellent
railway communications between other major towns in India.. The weakness was the metre gauge, which allowed
neither the speed or capacity of the broad gauge. The alternative all broad gauge route was via Lahore and Delhi,
which was more than twice as long, and longer in fact than the distance across the country from Calcutta to Karachi.
Maybe the sea provided an alternative but we were not aware of it.
When later I had to go to Bombay I flew without protest, page 44.

Arrival
The approach to Karachi was celebrated by a speed of 65 mph down a gradient beyond Kotri, for the first
and only time on the journey. It was late evening when I finally arrived in the Officers’ Mess of No. 10 RAF
General Hospital and was welcomed with open arms by the pathologist, who had begun to fear he would never be
relieved. I was also happy because at long last I could head my daily letter home with an address for replies. They
began to arrive about 6 weeks after I left home. This classic journey, across India in 3 days, and its details, will not
easily be forgotten The noise, the dust, the discomforts, the magnificent bridges, the details of railway operation, the
political argument in the dining car between English and Indian Officers that nearly came to blows, and much else,
can still be readily recalled.

Welcoming Noises and Local Railway History
The sounds from the North Western Railway yard beside the Hospital, immediately suggested that I was
going to enjoy my stay in Karachi! There had been a railway in Karachi since a connection between Kiamari and
workshops near the present City Station was opened in January 1859, and rails had reached Kotri (105 miles) on 13th
May 1861, where a connection was established with the flotilla of river steamers that plied along the Indus River.
On lst Jan.1886 all the lines that at that time lay along the Indus valley had been taken over to form what became the
North Western State Railway. The last component of the railway that existed in 1946 was in place by 1925.6

5
6

p 291 Couplings To The Khyber, by P.S.A. Berridge, David & Charles 1969

p 9 Hundred Years of Pakistan Railways by M.B.K. Malik, published by Ministry of Railways and Communications (Railway
Board), Government of Pakistan, Karachi 1962
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Karachi

Map of Karachi within 3 miles of the Hospital (black rectangle on right). My billet was on the opposite
side of the golf course and just over half a mile away until it was moved into the hospital compound; the railway
yard (encircled) was just over the wall from the Hospital. The City Station (far left above centre) was 2 ½ miles
from the Cantonment Station.
My favourite haunts for photography were the overbridge that crossed the railway at the right hand bottom
corner of the hospital site (page 521), which for convenience I have christened the Krangi Bridge, the Cantonment
Station half a mile away, and points in between.
There were four balanced passenger trains along the main line daily apart from the local shuttles, namely;.
Timetable Number & Name
19Up/20Down Sind Express
9Up/10Down Quetta Mail
7Up/8Down Karachi Mail
191Up/192Down Passenger

Departure
07.20
12.15
15.40
22.05

Arrival
21.20
15.50
11.30
07.15

The 191 Up Passenger turned off the main line at Rohri and followed the Quetta Mail over the Lansdowne
Bridge and the Indus, to branch off at Habib Kot and then ran back in the Down direction along the West bank of the
Indus for 100 miles. It arrived at Dadu 25 hours 61 stops and 420 miles after leaving Karachi.
Six out of the eight arrivals and departures were in daylight, but the arrivals could not be relied on to be on
time and were photographed less often. The railway was only one of many possible recreational activities We
worked two, maybe three (?), afternoons a week until 15.30 or so, and the choice of subsequent activities included
letter writing (always top priority), a siesta, shopping, sailing, Clifton Beach to read Medical Journals, swim, or even
walk, a photographic session with camera or in the dark room, a practise on the organ in Holy Trinity Church, a
more formal and expensive evening in the Sind Club, the flicks, or finally a visit to the Railway.
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Cantonment Station

The No. 10 Down Quetta Mail has just arrived behind an XC Class Pacific. A PT/S Class 2-6-4T.is waiting
for orders on the right and it might just be possible to identify the bridge carrying the Krangi road over the railway
in the distance.
There was a stiff gradient up this half a mile of track
away from the camera and everyone in the hospital could hear
the engines starting their long journey across the desert. Freight
trains were unable to take a run at this bank as they too had to
slow to a walking place to collect the paper ‘line clear’ chitti by
hand from the stationmaster. The maximum load was 50 trucks,
about 1,000 tons, for a HG 2-8-0, and 60 trucks, or 1,200 tons
for an N Class 2-10-0, which they hauled at an average of 28
m.p.h over 102 miles of hilly road to Kotri. This was no mean
feat and they were worked very hard.

There was always plenty of photographic interest
other than railways on the station platform. It helped if the
photographer showed great disinterest in the subject being
photographed, and, even better, managed to look in the
opposite direction.
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Karachi Shed (KC)
The shed was just across the tracks
from the Hospital, and there were always several
engines to be seen out of the 99 allocated to it.
Here can be seen, from left to right, HG, N, HG,
XC, locos and an old ST of 1902

This picture was taken to the left of the
previous one and shows two more modern ST
tanks, Nos 204 and 203, built by Messrs. Beyer
Peacock in 1926. A third, No. 206, was also
allocated to KC

The two lowest pictures of three
engines on the right of this page were separated
by about twenty minutes. The yard was on a
slope, as was the main line beside it, and the
front engine, No. 204 again, was trying to pull
the other two, which were ‘dead’ i.e. not in
steam. The rails were very greasy and only with
the greatest difficulty could they be kept moving
at all. This allowed me sufficient time, after
waking up to the sound of slipping, to get
dressed and walk across the tracks to get these
pictures. The rearmost HG, No. 2216, later
featured in a BBC travelogue with Mark
Tully in 1994, when it was one of two
locos ‘topping and tailing’ a train in the
Khyber Pass. The middle loco is one of
the PT/S tanks that hauled the shuttles to
Landhi and Malir Cantonment.
I was never stopped or
questioned in Karachi or anywhere else in
India while taking photographs, or on any
other occasion. The fact that I was a sahib
and a general reaction against wartime
restrictions no doubt contributed to this
much appreciated freedom. Indians were remarkably tolerant.
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Comparisons

Class N on left, number unknown, XC No.1856 on the right.

HG Class No.2221 on left, unidentified N Class on the right.
Many of the Karachi engines were oil burners, easily identified by the tank on the tender as seen on the left.
They used a relatively crude oil, from the Gulf, which needed to be heated by steam coils when it was cold in winter.
When the fireman forgot this detail, his progress across the desert could be followed by the eruptive cloud he left
behind.. Some of the N Class, originally oil fired, had been converted to coal firing and had mechanical stokers.
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XC Class Pacifics

No.1861, viewed from the Krangi Bridge, with Hospital buildings in the background.
I was greatly attracted by these engines, not least because I had my first footplate ride on one.

No. 1862, on shed. The fitment can be identified on the side of the tender into which a rod is fitted to catch
the bamboo ring containing the ‘line clear’ orders. This engine and that in the previous picture are both coal burners.
They have electric lighting and the generator can be seen mounted on the boiler in the bottom picture. They weighed
93 tons; axle load 19 tons.
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No. 1856 on No. 19 Up Sind
Express approaching Krangi Bridge past
the Hospital.
A row of withdrawn old ST 0-62T can be seen the left. The cantonment
station can just be identified in the
distance.

No 1842 on the
same train at the same place,
different occasion.

Unidentified XC Class on No. 7 Up Lahore Mail with Driver Pinto. Cantonment Station.
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Approaching Departure Sidings on No 7 Up Lahore Mail, from the footplate of XC Pacific No. 1850, by
kind invitation of Driver Myers
.

The train on which I had just travelled leaving Drigh Road a few minutes later. No. 1850 was coal fired!
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Driver Myers poses at Drigh Road, after I had enjoyed the hospitality of his footplate.
Indian footplates on the Broad Gauge were huge, and there was plenty of room for all of us, including the
customary two firemen, a sweeper (?), and Driver Myers’ large tin trunk. The Drivers’ rota brought them to Karachi
every ten days. He reminded me of the Captain of a ship in that his senior fireman worked the regulator and cut-off,
subject only to nods of approval from the boss. Driver Myers worked by remote control!.
XC’s Nos.1842, 1846, 1850, 1861, and 1862 were noted in Karachi The NWR list included 28 XC’s, two
made by Vulcan foundry in 1928, the remainder by Beardmores of Glasgow in 1930/1. Seventy two are recorded as
built for all India.
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HG/S 2-8-0 Freight Locos.

These HG/S (Heavy
Goods/Superheated) locos were the most
numerous in Karachi. They were built between
1914 and 1924 by Kitsons of Leeds or Vulcan
Foundry of Newton-le-Willows.
The same basic BESA design, with
variations of detail, was used by all Indian
railways. The North Western had 132 of them,
and more than twice as many again of an older,
non-superheated version.
The unidentified example at the top of
the page is opening up with everything it has got
after receiving the paper ‘line clear’ at the
Cantonment Station.
No. 2208, on the right, is passing the
Hospital around midday.
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No. 2190 passes the Hospital at full throttle.

No. 2216 again! It has already been mentioned that this engine appeared in a BBC documentary in 1993, at
one end of a train going up the Khyber Pass.
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No. 2228 and an old ST No
724, the latter dated from 1901 –
1915. There had once been 47 on
the NWR, a unknown number of
them in Karachi, and those that
remained were taken out of service
while I was there. Like the HG’s
they were oil burners.

No. 2260 heads the No. 9 Up Quetta Mail under the Krangi bridge during a strike of railwaymen. Note the
van next to the engine which will accommodate the relief engine crew. The crews will have strict orders to “Get the
Mail Through”. Note the short shadow thrown by the pedestrian on the right, indicating it was High Summer
midday.
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Another, unidentified, HG on the No. 9 Up Quetta Mail, possibly on a similar occasion, leaving the Krangi
bridge and passing the outer home signal on to the desert. If this home signal ‘failed’ and stopped a Down train, the
fireman would have to walk the half mile to the Cantonment Station to report, and walk back with the written
permission that alone would allow the train to proceed. The delay would last at least half an hour (timed personally).

CWD 2-8-2

Nearly 700 of these broad gauge engines were hurriedly built in Canada and America during the war and
sent to India, together with another 170 scaled-down (MAWD) versions for the metre gauge in Assam. My
references do not indicate how many the NWR received, but the fact that I photographed only two of them suggests
that not many visited Karachi.
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They had an exceptionally loud and penetrating whistle which ensured that everyone knew when there was
one around.. The white paint around the bearings on the motion indicates that they have recently received attention
in the shops. No. C 5107 and is here seen heading the No. 9 Up Quetta Mail under the Krangi bridge. These engines
were very popular with their crews.

No. C 5111 in KC yard. The holder for the ‘line clear’ catcher can be seen low down on the front of the
tender side. The fireman required considerable skill to reach out and collect the bamboo loop containing the chitti
from the catcher each time it had to be collected at speed. An engine footplate bucks and rocks violently and would
throw off anyone not in full control.

The Shuttle: PT/S 2-6-4T’s
The Shuttle was a local train that ran 15 miles between the City Station and Landhi, or Malir Cantonment at
the end of a short branch. Neither destination is remembered as impressive, but they became important to me
because my friend Driver Mohammed let me drive his train there and back when he was in charge.
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There were perhaps a dozen drivers on this shuttle rota, and all of whom obviously knew about me, but I
was never offered, or attempted to presume on, any other than Mohammed’s hospitality.
The railway yard can be seen in the background. Note the signalman enjoying his comfort in the window.
The engine is No.527.

PT/S No. 519 entering Cantonment Station. Railway Yard beyond.

No. 625 (?) is here nearer the Krangi bridge, just out of sight in the background. The end of a row of
withdrawn ST 0-6-2T’s can just be seen on the right
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On the left below, a shot of an Up shuttle, engine not identified, as it passes the outer home signal beyond
Krangi bridge. On the right, my generous host, Driver Mohammed (on the left of the picture), with his photogenic
fireman on his right.

On the left, PT/S No. 532 is returning underneath the Krangi bridge with a local goods from Drigh Road.
There were 16 of these locos on the list, all originally made for the Bombay, Baroda, and Central India Rly in 1923
by Messrs. Armstrong Whitworth, and transferred to the NWR when the BBCI Bombay suburban system was
electrified in 1929.
It was always a great thrill to be invited by Mohammed to drive his train. It did not prove difficult to judge
stopping distances, nor when to ‘notch up’ the reverser, and the engine soon let me know how far I could take the
latter by refusing to ‘pull’ if I got it wrong. When sitting on the bunker top with my feet on the front of the cab door
I could feel the whole engine flexing to the irregularities of the track! I was not offered the shovel! Language is not a
problem on a steam engine.

N Class 2-10-0

The massive N Class 2-10-0’s were the most impressive engines in Karachi, and arguably so in the whole
of India, with boilers 6 ft. 6 ins. in diameter and four cylinders. They were not a standard type and thirty had been
built for the Ghat section of the Great Indian Peninsular Railway East of Bombay by the North British Locomotive
Company of Glasgow in1920. When this Ghat section was electrified in 1929 they were transferred to the NWR and
worked on the long gradients between Kotri and Karachi.
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An N Class loco. was one of the first I saw in India – a most impressive introduction.

This and the next picture were taken at the crossing with Clifton Road The train is on the goods line to the
Reception Sidings (see map on page 7), where it will be split up on the Hump Yard. The all steel wagons made this
an impressively noisy procedure. The letter L on two of the signals suggests that they apply to light engine lines.
The ‘O’ on the signal that is ‘off’ for this train signifies that it applies to a ‘goods’ line.

An N Class is hauling one of the Up shuttles, probably as a convenient way of returning it to shed. On
arrival at the Cantonment Station it will be replaced by a PT. Passengers obviously find it much cooler travelling
outside!
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The picture on the right is of N
Class Nr. 25 accelerating 1,200 tons with
wide open regulator past the hospital early
in the morning. If you happened to be beside
the track at the time, the very ground could
be felt shaking to the piston thrusts.
I was told that these engines had
two main faults. (1) The boiler tubes would
bounce up and down in step with the piston
thrusts on the long grades, which made them
tend to leak where they joined the tube
plates. (2) The inside piston valves were
driven by rockers from the outside gear and
were underneath the cylinders, which made
them unusually sensitive to priming, with
potentially disastrous results.

HP 4-6-0
The HP 4-6-0 was a standard BESA design which, with variants, was still widely used. No. 2862 was the
only one I saw in Karachi, and it can readily be seen that it is coal fired. Indian coal came mostly from Bengal and
had an ash content as high as 35%. The oil for the oil burning engines came from the Gulf.
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Karachi & NWR-Summary
Karachi was the port for the North West of India, and all the freight arriving by sea had to leave over the
North Western Railway, which was double track for over 500 miles to Lodhran, and included alternative lines, some
on both banks of the Indus. The bridge over the Indus at Kotri was the only stretch of single line West of Lodhran..
The authoritative book by P.S.A. Berridge, already referred to, can be warmly recommended. It records
achievements by engineers of the first order, and includes details of the difficulties involved in building the military
lines to Quetta and the North West Frontier. It was an ironic quirk of fate that when the military threat to India did
appear it had to be supported over a metre gauge line which was ill-equipped for the task, while the extremely costly
and purely ‘military’ lines in the North West remained almost unused.

Delhi Again, & Cawnpore
I made an official visit to AHQ, Delhi, and No. 12 RAF Hospital at Cawnpore, for which I flew by Dakota
of one of the domestic Airlines, either Tata or Air India. I did not need to repeat my train journey across India! The
Airport buildings at Jodhpur, where we stopped en route, were kept cool by mats soaked in running water. We also
stopped at Lucknow, and flew the final 45 miles to Cawnpore directly above parallel broad and metre gauge railway
lines identical in every other respect. This stretch of metre gauge was one of two strategic connections between the
extensive metre gauge networks of the BBCI and Oudh and Tirhut Railways. Only the broad gauge line carried
passenger traffic between the two towns.

Basic Locomotive History
Nearly all the engines I saw and photographed were of standard designs approved by two controlling
bodies, the British Engineering Standards Association (BESA) of 1910, and the Indian Railway Standards (IRS)
Committee of 1924. Notable exceptions were the big N Class 2-10-0’s I saw in Karachi and the CWD (Canadian
War Department) 2-8-2’s, but individual companies frequently added their own details to the standard designs.

Cawnpore: Broad Gauge
E.I.R. HP 4-6-0 No.256. Built in 1907/8 by North British Co for the Oudh & Rohilkund Rly. and rebuilt
with Rotary cam valve gear 1933. Notice the capouchon or flange on the chimney.
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An older and unidentified EIR HP Class 4-6-0 enters Cawnpore on the No. 121/125 Up Passenger from
Allahabad. Any religious protection that cows may have enjoyed did not extend to railway premises!

A particularly English-looking but unidentified 0-6-4T, probably Class CT, taken from the same spot as the
previous picture.

HP Class 4-6-0 No. 262 (made by North British 1907/8, rebuilt 1933), & an unidentified CWD 2-8-2 on
No. 126 Down Allahabad Passenger
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A rare shot of a lightweight XA Pacific, probably No 2220 (Vulcan Foundry 1929) of the Great Indian
Peninsular Railway, which also had access to Cawnpore from Jhansi. An overall total of 113 of these 67 ton engines
were built. Their axle load was only 12 ½ tons, which meant they could go almost anywhere.
Five broad gauge lines focussed on Cawnpore, four of the EIR and one GIP, and two metre gauge, BBCI
to the West, EIR to the East. The geography of Jhansi (GIP) well fitted that given by John Masters to Bhowani
Junction in his novel of that name.

Cawnpore: Metre Gauge

An unidentified BESA 4-6-0 heads East on a freight from the BBCI destined for the Oudh and Tirhut at
Lucknow. Both Broad and Metre gauge tracks are visible. Engines of this design could at one time also have been
seen in East Africa.
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BBCI Class M 4-4-0 No. 381, W.P. Johnson, was built originally by Dubs of Glasgow in 1880, but may
have been replaced to a similar design at Ajmer. It was the only metre gauge design to have inside cylinders and 35
of them were built. A particularly attractive engine, this example was attached to no fewer than 22 empty carriages.
The BBCI timetable showed a twice daily service to Agra Fort, 259 miles and 40 stops away, which took
10 minutes over 16 hours in one direction and 20 minutes less in the other. There were no metre gauge passenger
trains to Lucknow.

Delhi Junction: Broad gauge

An unidentified but older EIR HP 4-6-0 brings in an unidentified passenger train from the East.
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A NWR XA light Pacific No. 266 (Vulcan Foundry 1929/31) is ready to start with No. 21 UP Passenger for
Lahore. Note the tea towel (?) drying on the side of the firebox.

The SG 0-6-0 was the commonest type of broad gauge branch line engine in India, but I saw them only
here and in Barrackpore, and these two of the NWR are the only ones I photographed. The nearer one is No.1193,
built by North British in 1910.
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NWR CWD 2-8-2 No 5679 makes a spirited departure with No. 147 Up Passenger to Panipat. The No.21
Passenger to Lahore, already depicted two pictures above, is on the left, the drying towel still in place.

The Class WW 0-6-2T was one of the early purely Indian designs. Built by Vulcan Foundry 1940.
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Delhi Junction: Metre Gauge
Delhi Junction also served an extensive metre gauge network to the South-West which, via BBCI tracks,
extended to the Bikaner State, the Jodhpur State, the Jaipur State Railways, and a group of lines in Katiawar State.

The BBCI No. 119 Fast Passenger to Rewari is about to leave from the crowded platform on the metre
gauge. A broad gauge WW 0-6-2T is on the far left. Note the colour-light signals

The light was bad when the Rewari train, headed by BBCI Class M 4-4-0 ‘Lloyd George’ started at 17.30,
but it had only gone a couple of carriage lengths when it was halted. One may ask what the three characters walking
smartly towards the camera had to do with this!

Battle of the Gauges
Lord Dalhousie, The Governor-General, decided in 1853 that the Indian Gauge should be 5 ft 6 ins. By
1870, when much of the strategic mileage had been built, the cheaper option of a narrower gauge for secondary lines
became more attractive. Metrication was in the air and in that year the then Governor–General, Lord Mayo, decided
that future branch and feeder lines should be built to the metre gauge.7 The wisdom of this decision has been debated
ever since The line to Karachi narrowly escaped this ruling, but the Indian metre gauge mileage eventually
approached half the total, and included the lines to Assam and the ferry terminal to Ceylon. Metrication never took
on and the Indian metre gauge remained firmly at imperial 3 ft. 3 3/8 ins. until we left.

7

p71, Indian Railways, One Hundred Years.
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Leave
Third Time on the Delhi Mail
For the third time I joined the No. 1 Up Delhi Mail, which left Delhi at 22.30 after standing in the platform
for nearly two hours. It was now the responsibility of the NWR, who called it the Calcutta-Delhi/Kalka Mail and
sent it via Panipat to Ambala (125 miles), which is 40 miles shorter than the more usual route via Ghaziabad and
Saharanpur (map on page 49). We had a light XA Class Pacific in front as far as Ambala, which suggested that this
line was laid with light rails. Here the XA was replaced, and when I woke 40 miles further on we had two SG 0-60’s, front and rear, which only just managed to get us up the final steep pitch into Kalka station.

The Kalka-Simla Railway.
The objective was now the Kalka-Simla Railway, opened 1903. Real Narrow Gauge cognoscenti may
argue whether this marvellous line is the most impressive descendant of the Welsh Festiniog Railway. The
Darjeeling Himalayan Railway, which is 11 years older, has on the other hand attracted greater world wide interest,
especially among those who attended boarding school in Darjeeling or visited it when on leave during the war. The
fact that both lines are narrow gauge disguises the many differences between them. Even the gauge itself
distinguishes them because only the DHR shares the actual 2 ft. gauge with the parent Festiniog. The KSR has the 2
ft. 6 ins. recommended by our War Office in 1898 and was later adopted as an Indian narrow gauge standard.

History of the KSR and Comparisons
The KSR was designed from the start as a main line railway, to connect the summer capital of Simla in the
hills with the main administration on the plains in Delhi, in contrast to the older Darjeeling line which was a
tramway added to a 25 ft. wide Cart Road. The KSR was designed specifically to convey staff and documents of an
Empire’s administration between its winter and summer capitals, the DHR was inspired by more provincial motives
and the need to carry tea.

Kalka

Train No.1 Up Mail is about to leave Kalka at 07.33 headed by ZF Class 2-6-2T No. 79, built by Messrs.
Henschel in 1935. It will arrive at Simla, 60 miles away, at 14.10. The railcar, which had departed twenty minutes
earlier, will take 2 ¼ hours less than the service train, arriving at 11.40.
A ruling gradient of 1/33 begins at the very end of the platform behind the camera.
The engine has about everything there is room for packed on to it, and weighs 37 tons. The driver can only
see where he is going by looking along the outside of the cab.
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The train makes straight for a forbidding wall of hills. on a ruling gradient of 1/33.
This rising gradient extends for 23 miles before descending for 12 and then resuming the climb. There are
103 tunnels. Kalka lies 2143 ft. above sea level, Simla at 6840 ft.,
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Taksal Loops

Four miles from Kalka, there is a series of beautifully constructed loops between Taksal and Gumman, with
three different levels of track, all seen here, on the one hillside. Only the observant traveller notices this, so smoothly
does the train run. Kalka is now out of sight.

The same hillside taken a few seconds later. The uppermost track can no longer be identified, but the
middle level can be identified in two places, one towards the bottom right corner.
We enter Dharampore, 21 miles, after 2
hours exactly, and 2,680 ft. above our starting
point. I broke the journey here for a couple of days
before continuing my pilgrimage. The edge of the
viaduct which occupies most of the third picture
that follows can just be glimpsed a few yards ahead
of the engine.
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Dharampore

The train on which I had just arrived at Dharampore Station. The line can be traced on the far hillside.
A couple of days later I returned to Dharamapore in time to watch the single ended diesel railcar depart, now an
hour ahead of the main train The KSR had pioneered the use of railcars in India.
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No. 1 Up Mail entering Dharampore, just before I rejoined it, this time drawn by ZF Class 2-6-2T No. 78
driven by Driver Sylvester. Note how he has to stand almost outside the cab to see where he is going, while the
second fireman is on top of the engine shovelling coal down a chute to the footplate. The Romanesque multiple
layered arched brick bridges are characteristic of the line.

Barog: Breakfast Halt

Barog is approached through a tunnel 3,752 feet long under the hill in the background, the only straight
length on the line, There was a 20 minute halt here for breakfast, in lieu of which I was invited on to the footplate by
the friendly crew, and made most welcome by Driver Sylvester for the rest of the trip.
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Kathleeghat

The footplate was not the best place from which to appreciate fully the beauties of the scenery, but I sat on
a burnished steel locker top, made myself small, and watched the crew at work. We are here crossing a goods train
at Kathleeghat, headed by one of the older K Class engines which had ben designed for the line. Another is at the
head of a short train on the right. Some thirty had been built by North British, but were now, it was said, falling to
bits. There were five ZF’s, which had been developed from them.

Simla
With 70 minutes to fill before beginning the return journey, I had had no hesitation in accepting Driver
Sylvester’s hospitality in the staff canteen rather than investigate Simla.

Driver Sylvester, wearing sun helmet, is here waiting to leave Simla with No. 2 Down Calcutta Mail.
Engine again No. 78
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Return to Kalka

The return journey was sheer joy. The second fireman sat outside the engine on a clip-on seat, and I leant
over the locker on which I had sat on the outward journey, enjoying to the full the changing vista spread out ahead.
We rode as if we were on a billiard table, and Driver Sylvester kept the speed exactly at 20 mph by constant
reference to the electric speedometer above his head The above picture was taken above Shoghi; the white marker
across the ballast indicates the distance we still had to go to the station, which was important to know when low
cloud reduced visibility.
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To Bareilly

The overnight journey from Kasauli, where I had stayed, began with a taxi to catch the 22.55 N0. 2 DelhiCalcutta Mail from Kalka, which arrived at Ambala Junction 00.38. Here I changed to the No. 6 Punjab-Calcutta
Mail at 00.53 and arrived at Bareilly Junction, 227 miles away, at 09.04, behind an Atlantic (4-4-2) that had once
belonged to the Oudh and Rohilkund Railway.

Oudh and Tirhut Railway (Metre gauge)
Bareilly Junction

No. 728, a BESA 4-6-0, of the O & T, was seen at Bareilly Junction. The line through Bareilly was one of
two connections between the O and T and BBCI metre gauge systems. I have read that the goods stock on the Indian
metre gauge was single ended. If this is true, and a truck were turned the wrong way round it would no longer
couple with those on either side of it! This probably explains why I failed to find triangular junctions on the metre
gauge!
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Bareilly City
After a wait of an hour, we left at 10.10 on the No. 13 Passenger for Kathgodam, my first experience of the
metre gauge! Six minutes later we reached the City station where we waited for much longer than the timetable said
we should, and I was entertained by the shunting of this attractive 2-6-2T, another standard BESA design. The
interest lay in the fact that, judging by the noises it made, there was an imminent risk of bits actually falling off! The
timetable says the 66 miles to Kathgodam took 4 hrs. 45 minutes, with 15 stops totalling 35 minutes. The return
journey on the Agra Express took exactly 4 hours with 6 stops totalling 30 minutes.

The inscription by the fireman’s right hand reads “In – Wednesday, Out – Friday”.

Kathgodam
A freight headed by another of the ubiquitous (and older) BESA 4-6-0’s is entering Kathgodam terminus,
banked in rear. The notice to the right reads ‘Indian Style Refreshment Rooms’.
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The train at the platform ready to depart was the No.14 Passenger due out at 12.15, the stock next to it will
form the No. 22 Passenger at 16.00, and the stock on the right will form the No. 10 Agra Express which I will catch
at 18.30.

The haze has cleared to reveal the hilly barrier that prevented the line going any further. This is the stock of
the Agra Express, seen again below, being shunted by one of the ubiquitous F Class 0-6-0’s, of which nearly 800
were built for the metre gauge. Many were still in use.

.

No. 10 Agra Express, unaccountably shunted to another siding!
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My ability to ruin a good photograph was unimpaired in Kathgodam, but these examples of F Class
0-6-0’s, No. 620 (top) and 619 (above) will have to do.

A happier picture in the loco yard at Kathgodam. The ungainly junk on top of the boilers of some of these
engines are feed water heaters.
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Return to Karachi
The third overnight leg of my triangular journey was the roughest of this leave (See map on page 49). I left
Kathgodam at 18.30 by the No 10 Agra Express, which arrived at Bareilly Junction at 22.30. There I caught the No.
9 Dehra Dun Express departing at 00.38, delighted to find a door to a 1st Class compartment open to my touch. Very
English female shouts from the occupants protested that I had no right to come in like that, to which I replied with
equal vigour that I intended them no harm but now that I was in I had every intention of staying. Equilibrium
restored (without explanation as to why these vulnerable females had not bolted their door), I made myself
comfortable (!) on my suitcase for the 2 hours it took to reach Moradabad, where I changed again and waited an
hour for the No. 34 Dera Dun to Delhi Express at 03.41. Air India, or was it Tata Airlines (?), earned the only black
mark of the journey by bringing forward my flight back to Karachi at short notice so that I caught it with only
minutes to spare.

Bombay & Poona
Normal life at Karachi resumed for several months before I was ordered to Bombay to carry out a
bacteriological investigation, as reported elsewhere. Railway communication between Karachi and Bombay (now
called Mumbai) was bad. The shortest route was 983 miles long and involved changing to the metre gauge for 571
miles/ 28 hours, first on to the Jodhpur Railway at Hyderabad to cross the Jodhpur Desert and reach the BBCI at
Marwar, and finally back to the broad gauge at Ahmedabad. for the final 300 miles. It was said that we were not
allowed to use this route in the heat of the summer, but the all-broad gauge journey via Lahore and Delhi was more
than twice the distance and certainly no faster. After over a year in India my priority had become to return home
safely, so I flew to Bombay (550 miles), and back, without protest.
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My task at Bombay completed, I went to Poona to register an official complaint to the laboratory from
which we obtained our reagents at Karachi. This journey began at Mahalaxmi (picture below), on the suburban
electrified line of the BBCI. Both the BBCI & the GIP had busy suburban lines which had been electrified on the
1500 volt DC system in 1923.

Bombay (Churchgate) train at Mahalaxmi Station. Note the twelve feet width of the carriage,, which allows
ten or more side-by-side seating reminiscent of a village hall. A special feature was that the motors could be sealed
off and made temporarily water-tight to allow passage through flooded areas. The local monsoon had been known to
bring 26 inches of rain in 24 hours.

BBCI suburban electic entering the simple terminus at Churchgate.
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BBCI main line trains terminated at the Central Station. It was notable that these electrics also used the
vacuum brake, which reflected a decision based on very early Indian trials before the Westinghouse brake had been
perfected.
My planned excursion to Poona nearly came to grief when obtaining this picture at Victoria, the GIP
Terminus. When climbing over railings, one of its spikes had seriously ripped my shorts, seriously imperilling my
dignity. This is my excuse for the indifferent quality of the picture below, the only one I have of a GIP ‘crocodile’.

The GIP electrified their main lines out of Bombay in 1928, and used only two types of locomotives, the
above, classified by the C-C wheel arrangement, and a 1Co2 design shown in the next photograph.. There were 40
of the former, made by Vulcan Foundry in England and SLM, Winterthur, and 27 of the latter, made by SLM, all
supplied 1928-1930.

Kalyan Junction This picture of No. 4024 was taken in drenching rain at Kalyan Junction, where the line
branched for Igatpuri or Poona before climbing the Western Ghats. It was probably on train No.2 Calcutta Mail, due
at Kalyan Junction at 09.10. My train, No.19 Poona Express, had left Victoria at 08.20.
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Low cloud ensured that I saw nothing of what is reputed to be a very scenic line and I took few
photographs. A drastic upgrading, designed to raise clearances to the all-India standard, was in progress, with
numerous temporary speed restrictions. Curiously, this upgrading was not precipitated by the Indian habit of
travelling with the doors open, for they opened inwards!
We passed through Neral Junction, unaware until many years later that it was the terminus of a short
mountain railway, the Matheran, of particular interest because unusually sharp curvature necessitated the use of a
magical piece of engineering that allowed engines with a rigid coupled wheelbase to flex around corners - the KlienLinder patent.

Poona

Poona was also served by the metre gauge of the Madras and Southern Mahratta Railway, and I managed
the above shot of a YC 4-6-2 Pacific No. 557 in passing. It was made by the Skoda factory in 1931.

The older engines of the GIP
(all broad gauge), were often
particularly ungainly, and this old
Mogul 2-6-0, also snapped in passing
as we left Poona, was no exception.
There had been over 90 of them,
classed types F or G, supplied by
various British builders between 1891
and 1904.

My return to Bombay, on the No. 22 Poona Fast Passenger, was made interesting by the hospitality of the
driver of the electric engine. The persistent penetrating noise of the gearing is remembered, as is the fact that
headlights of opposing trains dazzled just like car headlights, and were always doused when trains approached each
other.
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The End
There is little left to depict or describe. The railway scene in Karachi was devastated by Partition. The two
Ganz railcars, depicted below, were brought down to
Karachi to provide living accommodation for displaced
staff.

The two diesel drivers on the right represented
the new generation, no less friendly and hospitable than
their steam predecessors, but their charges depended on
black box technology rather than the skill of a fireman
and my interest declined.
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Appendix & Maps

Map of Delhi Region included in My Leave. April 1947
Scale: Ambala to Bareilly is 227 Miles

North Western Rly East Indian Rly Bombay Baroda and Central India Rly Oudh and Tirhut Rly

Praise Indeed!
During one of the my changes of train during this leave I got talking with an intelligent coolie carrying my
suitcase, and asked how it was that he was working as a coolie (casual porter or labourer) when he could clearly do
better. He admitted he had been a bearer to English (=British) Officers, when he had always been treated with
respect. He had not been so treated by an Indian Officer so he preferred to work as a coolie and retain his self
respect.
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Bengal - Assam Railway
Scale: Calcutta (Sealdah) to Dibrugarh is 828 miles.
Broad Gauge

Metre Gauge

Barrackpore is on the East bank of the Hooghly river, 15 miles North of Calcutta.

Comparative lengths of the Main Indian Railways
The State Railways of
Hyderabad (Deccan),
Bikaner, Jodhpur, Gwalior
have not been included
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Bibliography and Comments
Individual references have been quoted in footnotes.
Details of individual engines have been gleaned from the encyclopaedic publications;
Steam Locomotives in India
Part 1 Narrow Gauge By Hugh Hughes and Frank Jux 1969
Part 2 Metre Gauge By Hugh Hughes 1977 (2nd edition)
Part 3 Broad Gauge By Hugh Hughes 1979
and
Indian Locomotives
Part 1, Broad Gauge 1851-1940 By Hugh Hughes 1990
All Published by The Continental Railway Circle
The times of trains in journeys described in the text have been obtained from North Western Railway’s Time and Fare Table for May 1946, and
Indian Bradshaw for March 1947
The Rules and Regulations in the North Western Railway’s timetable make fascinating reading, for they are
so obviously written by the English for the English. No doubt somewhere in these Rules is an indication that
Trespassers will be Prosecuted, but this picture, taken en route to Poona, gives a clearer idea of what actually
happened.

An excellent book well worth reading for the general impression it conveys is;
Railways Of The Raj by Michael Satow and Ray Desmond, Scholar Press 1980
All maps and the diagram have been copied from a booklet entitled;Full Steam Ahead, published by The Press Information Bureaau, Government of India, for the
Railway Board, cost 8 Annas in 1946
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A Down shuttle is seen from the
footplate of an XC, above.

To the right, also above, is the
Krangi overbridge from which many of the
Karachi photographs were taken.
Below, an HG 2-8-0 storms under
this bridge with its long freight train and is
about to pass the outer home signal.
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Winter now, and another freight gathers
speed past the outer home signal. It is nearly 300
miles to Rohri, for Quetta, and over 500 to
Samasata, while Rawalpindi is nearly 1000 miles
away.
The big airship shed at Drigh Road can be
seen above the right hand end of the signal gantry.

This picture was kindly given to me by Driver Sylvester of
Kalka shed. He and his highly polished engine are about to take Earl
and Countess Mountbatten on their formal visit to Simla.
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